
 

The Yellowtail Horror 

By Victor Carfi  

 

There is a house on Yellowtail Drive in Rossmoor that is haunted. Or rather, there once was such a 
house. It is no longer there. But the structure that replaced it remains haunted. I know this for a fact. 

Shortly after the house was first built, the family that lived there moved away in the dead of night, 
having made no effort to place the home on the market or even take their belongings. When asked 
about it years later, the father refused to discuss the matter, only mumbling something about “demons” 
and the “pit from hell”.  

Over the course of the next decade, others moved into the house and promptly moved out, often 
describing their stay as terrifying. One former resident swore that one night, hideous demons emerged 
from somewhere to torment him. Another told the police that a terrifying voice in his head urged him to 
“jump into the pit”. And yet another said that she refused to use one particular bathroom, because 
whenever she did, an overwhelming blackness consumed her soul. The tales varied from person to 
person, but there was one common factor: every resident of or visitor to the home agreed that 
something horrible lurked below the house. 

The realtors and contractors who had to deal with this mess were mystified. Although they felt their skin 
crawl whenever they entered the once-again abandoned house, nothing definitive ever occurred. They 
just assumed that their sense of dread represented nothing more than a natural fear of scary stories. 
And yet, by the 1970s, re-sale became impossible. 

And so it came to pass that the Rossmoor village elders decided to seize ownership of the property and 
let the home sit there unoccupied. They would take care of the landscaping and exterior paint just to 
ensure it remained presentable, but they rarely entered the place, usually citing insurance-related 
reasons. But in truth they were all simply too afraid. 

After some years had passed, a quintet of guys drinking at a local pub heard the bartender tell stories 
about the haunted house. Filled with alcohol-induced bravura, the five men made their way to the 
house around midnight, vowing to break in and check it out for themselves. When they arrived, the 
bright lights and merriment of the pub gave way to the dark and ominous appearance of the creepy old 
building, and they made excuses to call off the whole plan. But one man insisted he was unafraid and 
made a great point of teasing the others as wimps. When they challenged him to go in on his own, he 
came back one better: he said he would spend the entire night there.  

So the foolish man, perhaps growing increasingly frightened but unable to back down at this point, 
broke a rear window and entered the house. His four buddies assumed positions on each side of the 
house, to ensure he did not cheat by sneaking out and spending the night outdoors. 



 

Over the course of the next several hours, the four men heard very little coming 
from inside the house, except that one said he might have a heard a whimpering 
sound, and another thought he heard a low moan. At dawn, they called into the 
broken window and urged their friend to come out, having already proven his 
bravery. But there came no answer. At first they assumed he was messing with 
them, or perhaps had passed out from excessive drinking. But as they called for him 
more and more loudly and urgently, his non-response caused alarm. 

They hailed a passing police car and described what happened. The cop looked very irritated and sourly 
informed them their friend would likely be charged with breaking and entering. Young and uninterested 
in the house’s grim history, he entered with the four men. They searched everywhere but could find no 
sign of him. The cop initially believed this to be a prank, but when he walked into one of the bathrooms 
(the very one that so frightened a former resident), he found an unusual sight: the toilet bowl was 
missing, and in its place was a large hole in the ground, perhaps four feet wide. Even shining his 
flashlight down, he could not tell how deep it went or even what it contained since it was filled with 
some foul, loathsome muck. 

When rescue crews arrived, one series of disasters followed another: cables broke, equipment failed, 
disgusting odors sent people running, and several individuals reported that they felt invisible reptilian 
hands encircling their necks. One firefighter stated that as he leaned over the putrid hole, someone 
(something?) behind him tried to push him in. But no one was within fifteen feet of him.  

Later, professional geologists attempted to gather seismic data to determine the hole’s dimensions, 
composition, and depth, but their machines went haywire. Attempts to fill in the hole with dirt 
deposited by a bulldozer also failed when the vehicle’s gas tank exploded (damaging much of the 
blighted house), and what little dirt actually went into the pit spewed back out, as in a volcanic eruption.  

It was as if the pit would not let itself be filled. 

Unwilling to call for additional assistance and draw even more negative attention to the evil presence in 
the midst of their otherwise beautiful neighborhood, the town council decided to tear down the house. 
But the infernal pit from hell, or perhaps to hell, remained. Concerned that some unsuspecting passerby 
disappear forever into the pit, and unable to get rid of it, construction crews built a fortified blockhouse 
around it, hoping to protect Rossmoor’s residents and prevent the demons from escaping. So far it has 
worked. 

To put the community at ease and give some appearance of normalcy, officials have placed innocuous 
signs on the blockhouse, and occasionally invite fake workers -- paid actors wearing hardhats -- to look 
busy with something or other. The signs say “Golden State Water Company”. 

But I know better.  


